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THE WEAK SCALE DARK MATTER 
INDIRECT DETECTION FRONTIER

• one of our “bread and butter" frontiers in the past decades 

• cornerstone: the WIMP miracle. many candidates inspired by 
weak scale solutions to the hierarchy problem (e.g. neutralino LSP) 

• the WIMP picture severely constrained by stringent direct 
detection limits, as well as null results at the LHC, although 

some candidates remain untested (eg Higgsino) 

• increasingly explored possibility: dark matter as part of a hidden 
sector, coupled to us via some tiny portal. well motivated + 

diverse array of possibilities + straightforward way to avoid 
direct detection/ collider limits. indirect detection usually the 

best bet to probe such models
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REASONS TO CONTINUE PUSHING THE FRONTIER

• Experiment (I): continuous emergence of new 
experiments+improvement in sensitivity on various fronts 

• Experiment (II): enhanced capabilities of new detectors 
allow for searches of exotic effects of dark matter 

• Theory: failure (?) of traditional ideas invite us to revisit 
our notions of what the underlying nature of dark matter 
could be: explore connections to other outstanding 
problems in physics and our evolving understanding of 
what their solutions might be
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INDIRECT DETECTION IN GAMMA RAYS

from astro-ph 1602.02728

solid: future 
dash-dot: R&D based 

dashed: existing
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INDIRECT DETECTION IN GAMMA RAYS

solid: future 
dash-dot: R&D based 

dashed: existing

from astro-ph 1602.02728
CTA/LHAASO will open up unprecedented windows into VHE/UHE 
gamma rays, enabling us to probe multi TeV-PeV scale dark matter
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SHOWER OBSERVATORY (LHAASO)

CHERENKOV TELESCOPE 
ARRAY (CTA)
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THREE STORIES
solid: future 

dash-dot: R&D based 
dashed: existing

from astro-ph 1602.02728
CTA/LHAASO will open up unprecedented windows into VHE/UHE 
gamma rays, enabling us to probe multi TeV-PeV scale dark matter

LARGE HIGH ALTITUDE AIR 
SHOWER OBSERVATORY (LHAASO)

CHERENKOV TELESCOPE 
ARRAY (CTA)

~2025

~2020s
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DARK MATTER IN  
RPV SUSY+HIDDEN SECTOR U(1)’ 

FRAMEWORKS

work in progress (191x.maybe) with 
Patrick Barnes, Zachary Johnson, Aaron Pierce 
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HOW I LEARNED TO STOP WORRYING 
AND LOVE SUSY (AGAIN)

many of the primary motivations for supersymmetry are as appealing as 
ever: extension of spacetime symmetries, stability of vacua, gauge coupling 
unification. reasons to believe SUSY is a part of the underlying description 
of nature 

hierarchy problem:  no evidence of superpartners @LHC suggests SUSY 
does not solve this, might not be at the weak scale. electroweak scale 
might be accidentally fine-tuned (or explained by other ideas) 

neutralino LSP WIMP dark matter: requires R-parity, but SUSY might not 
be R-parity conserving (might be attractive, for instance, for baryogenesis; 
e.g. A. Pierce, B. Shakya, JHEP 1906 (2019) 096, hep-ph 1901.05493) 

hidden sectors plausibly do not suffer from the hierarchy problem, and 
plausibly contain dark matter candidates
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HIDDEN SECTOR U(1)’ + RPV SUSY 
THE “SIMPLEST”(?) DARK MATTER SETUP 

RPV -> none of the MSSM superpartners stable 

hidden sector U(1)’, broken by a hidden sector Higgs vev, kinetic mixing 
with visible sector: all hidden sector particles (hidden gauge boson, 
gaugino, Higgsino, Higgs boson) can decay into the visible sector 

for dark matter, need additional field content in the hidden sector
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Notes

MOTIVATION

A thermally produced Dark Matter candidate with a a
weak scale annihilation cross section reproduces the Dark
Matter relic abundance. The weak scale is known to
be an important scale from the particle perspective, and
many beyond the Standard Model particle physics theo-
ries have dark matter candidates at the weak scale, often
as part of a sector associated with solution to the hierar-
chy problem. The quintessential example is lightest su-
persymmetric particle (LSP) [1]. However, the absence of
dark matter signals at direct detection experiments such
as Xenon1T [2], and the non-observation of superpart-
ners at the Large Hadron Collider The observed Higgs
boson mass of 125 GeV is also notable. At tree level the
lightest Higgs boson has mass m

2
h = M

2
Z cos2 2�. So, if

the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM)
is correct, the loop level correction due to supersymmetry
breaking [3–5] is significant. One way to explain both the
lack of superpartners and the large Higgs boson mass is
that the scale of supersymmetry breaking is a few TeV.
In this note, we take this possibility seriously. In this,
case there is a “little Hierarchy problem”: Why is the
weak scale tuned at the sub-percent level? We remain
agnostic to the solution to this problem – perhaps the
small weak scale is an accident at the part in 104 level,
or perhaps there is some anthropic solution for the small
hierarchy.

Within this tuned framework, one possibility is that
the Dark Matter is a nearly pure Higgsino with mass
O(TeV). However, here we explore an alternate approach.

Importantly, a weak scale cross section need not be
associated with the weak interactions themselves. It is
certainly possible that there are new dynamics associ-
ated with the dark matter particle. Indeed, weak-scale
annihilation cross sections can be realized with a weak-
scale dark matter candidate with small couplings to the
Standard Model, but signficant couplings within a larger-
dark sector. This basic idea was dubbed sequestered dark
matter in [6]. It is also of interest that additional gauge
groups are ubiquitous in string constructions. Suppose
then that there is a new Abelian gauge group associated
with a dark sector. Whether the weak scale is an acci-
dent or anthropically determined, it is unlikely that the
same considerations would apply to the hidden sector.

A SIMPLE DARK SECTOR

We start with a trio of superfields: Higgs H
0, with

charge under the hidden U(1) given by Q
0 = +1, a su-

perfield T , with Q
0 = �1 and a singlet S. This admits

the superpotential

Whid = �STH
0
. (1)

We assume this communicates with the visible sector via
supersymmetric kinetic mixing [7]:

✏

2

Z
d
2
✓WY Whid+h.c. � ✏DY D

hid
�
✏

2
F

µ⌫
Y F

0
µ⌫+i2✏��µ

@µ�̄
0

(2)
where the Wi represents the chiral field strength multi-
plet. (see Drees textbook p.65 for factors of 2, but some-
one else should check). This basic set-up has also been
considered in the context of anti-symmetric Dark Matter
[8], as well as the positron excess. [9].1

We assume that supersymmetry breaking induces a
vacuum expectation value (vev) for H

0 only, hH
0
i =

v
0
/
p
2. Then S and T marry to form a Dirac Fermion

which we denote  , with m = �v
0
/
p
2. Neglecting the

kinetic mixing, the hidden gauge boson will have mass
mV = g

0
v
0.

The gaugino/higgsino sector has the following mass
matrix in the the �

0
, H̃ 0 basis:

M =

✓
m� mV

mV 0

◆
. (3)

In the supersymmetric limit with µ� ! 0 (also taking
✏ ! 0) the hidden gaugino pairs with the hidden gaug-
ino to form a dirac gaugino with mass degenerate to the
Z

0 Restoring a non-zero m� induces a splitting into two
Majorana states, whose mass eigenstates we denote �0

1

and �0
2.

In the supersymmetric limit, the hidden Higgs boson
is degenerate with the Z

0. One way to understand this
is that supersymmetry enforces degeneracy between the
two real scalars that comprise the lowest component of

1 In these works, the focus was on generating a GeV scale in the
hidden sector from the MSSM hypercharge D-term.

U(1)’ charges:     0 +1 -1

HIDDEN SECTOR U(1)’ + RPV SUSY 
THE “SIMPLEST”(?) DARK MATTER SETUP 

RPV -> none of the MSSM superpartners stable 

hidden sector U(1)’, broken by a hidden sector Higgs vev, kinetic mixing 
with visible sector: all hidden sector particles (hidden gauge boson, 
gaugino, Higgsino, Higgs boson) can decay into the visible sector 

for dark matter, need additional field content in the hidden sector

adding fields charged under the U(1)’: need to ensure anomaly cancellation 

If U(1)’ broken by a hidden Higgs vev, (at least) need something to cancel 
the charge of this hidden Higgs 

minimal (?) extension:
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MOTIVATION

A thermally produced Dark Matter candidate with a a
weak scale annihilation cross section reproduces the Dark
Matter relic abundance. The weak scale is known to
be an important scale from the particle perspective, and
many beyond the Standard Model particle physics theo-
ries have dark matter candidates at the weak scale, often
as part of a sector associated with solution to the hierar-
chy problem. The quintessential example is lightest su-
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dark matter signals at direct detection experiments such
as Xenon1T [2], and the non-observation of superpart-
ners at the Large Hadron Collider The observed Higgs
boson mass of 125 GeV is also notable. At tree level the
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2
h = M

2
Z cos2 2�. So, if

the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM)
is correct, the loop level correction due to supersymmetry
breaking [3–5] is significant. One way to explain both the
lack of superpartners and the large Higgs boson mass is
that the scale of supersymmetry breaking is a few TeV.
In this note, we take this possibility seriously. In this,
case there is a “little Hierarchy problem”: Why is the
weak scale tuned at the sub-percent level? We remain
agnostic to the solution to this problem – perhaps the
small weak scale is an accident at the part in 104 level,
or perhaps there is some anthropic solution for the small
hierarchy.

Within this tuned framework, one possibility is that
the Dark Matter is a nearly pure Higgsino with mass
O(TeV). However, here we explore an alternate approach.

Importantly, a weak scale cross section need not be
associated with the weak interactions themselves. It is
certainly possible that there are new dynamics associ-
ated with the dark matter particle. Indeed, weak-scale
annihilation cross sections can be realized with a weak-
scale dark matter candidate with small couplings to the
Standard Model, but signficant couplings within a larger-
dark sector. This basic idea was dubbed sequestered dark
matter in [6]. It is also of interest that additional gauge
groups are ubiquitous in string constructions. Suppose
then that there is a new Abelian gauge group associated
with a dark sector. Whether the weak scale is an acci-
dent or anthropically determined, it is unlikely that the
same considerations would apply to the hidden sector.

A SIMPLE DARK SECTOR

We start with a trio of superfields: Higgs H
0, with

charge under the hidden U(1) given by Q
0 = +1, a su-

perfield T , with Q
0 = �1 and a singlet S. This admits

the superpotential

Whid = �STH
0
. (1)

We assume this communicates with the visible sector via
supersymmetric kinetic mixing [7]:
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Z
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✏
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(2)
where the Wi represents the chiral field strength multi-
plet. (see Drees textbook p.65 for factors of 2, but some-
one else should check). This basic set-up has also been
considered in the context of anti-symmetric Dark Matter
[8], as well as the positron excess. [9].1

We assume that supersymmetry breaking induces a
vacuum expectation value (vev) for H

0 only, hH
0
i =

v
0
/
p
2. Then S and T marry to form a Dirac Fermion

which we denote  , with m = �v
0
/
p
2. Neglecting the

kinetic mixing, the hidden gauge boson will have mass
mV = g

0
v
0.

The gaugino/higgsino sector has the following mass
matrix in the the �

0
, H̃ 0 basis:

M =

✓
m� mV

mV 0

◆
. (3)

In the supersymmetric limit with µ� ! 0 (also taking
✏ ! 0) the hidden gaugino pairs with the hidden gaug-
ino to form a dirac gaugino with mass degenerate to the
Z

0 Restoring a non-zero m� induces a splitting into two
Majorana states, whose mass eigenstates we denote �0

1

and �0
2.

In the supersymmetric limit, the hidden Higgs boson
is degenerate with the Z

0. One way to understand this
is that supersymmetry enforces degeneracy between the
two real scalars that comprise the lowest component of

1 In these works, the focus was on generating a GeV scale in the
hidden sector from the MSSM hypercharge D-term.

U(1)’ charges:     0 +1 -1
Field content
• S, T sfermions, mass scale v’ 
• Dirac fermion (S-T), mass 
• gauge boson Z’, mass g’v’ 
• higgs boson H’, mass g’v’ ( + loop corrections) 
• neutralinos            (Higgsino, gaugino mixtures), mass ~ g’v’, split by soft 

gaugino mass

λv′�

χ′�1, χ′�2

Dark matter candidate: Lightest particle in the S-T system 
(scalar or fermion) is stabilized by an effective Z_2 symmetry, 

cannot decay away into visible sector stuff
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HIDDEN SECTOR U(1)’ + RPV SUSY 
THE “SIMPLEST”(?) DARK MATTER SETUP 

Plausible Numbers
absence of stops/gluino at LHC does not mean all superpartners need to be 

heavy! 

assuming gauge coupling (including hidden coupling g’) unification at GUT 
scale and soft masses within O(1) of each other in the UV gives   

v’ ~ few hundred GeV - few TeV 
g’~0.5 

for stop masses ~ 5 TeV (compatible with mh = 125 GeV without significant 
stop mixing) 

Furthermore, RGE has a fixed point at λ = g’, where the S-T Dirac fermion 
becomes degenerate with the dark Higgs, Z’, and neutralinos 
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DARK MATTER HISTORY
• The lighter of the fermion or the scalars in the S-T system is stable  
• mass~ few hundred GeV - few TeV 
• can undergo WIMP freezeout, get the right relic density 
• RG running from UV to IR tends to make hidden sector particles degenerate; 

all might be relevant for the dark matter story!
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• The lighter of the fermion or the scalars in the S-T system is stable  
• mass~ few hundred GeV - few TeV 
• can undergo WIMP freezeout, get the right relic density 
• RG running from UV to IR tends to make hidden sector particles degenerate; 

all might be relevant for the dark matter story!

PRELIMINARY

A sample: 

DARK MATTER HISTORY
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Dark matter undergoes annihilation into hidden sector particles 
with weak scale cross sections; these hidden sector particles 

undergo cascade decays into SM final states 

DARK MATTER INDIRECT DETECTION

A representative annihilation process:

ψ ψ → Z′�h′�
Z′�/h′� → χ′�1χ′�1

χ′�1 → χ1(Z /h)
χ1 → f f f (RPV decay of would-be LSP)

hidden to visible sector decay via kinetic mixing portal

• Decay products can be detected by experiments such as CTA 
• Due to cascade decays, unlikely to have sharp features; perhaps 

multiple bumps from the multiple cascade steps?
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IMPORTANCE OF  
LOOP CORRECTIONS TO  
DARK MATTER SIGNALS  

VIA HEAVY NEUTRINO PORTAL 

work in progress (191x.maybe) 
 with Hiren Patel, Stefano Profumo
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A PLAUSIBLE FRAMEWORK

Dark matter resides in a hidden sector, communicates with the Standard 
Model via a heavy sterile neutrino portal

N’s singlet under all symmetries, likely much heavier than dark matter (GUT scale?)

For simplicity, assume decaying DM that couples to NN.  
Integrate out N to get effective coupling DM(LH)^2

ν<h> N DM

Exotic Signals in the Sterile Neutrino Sector

Preliminary notes on the phenomenology associated with a light pseudo-Goldstone from a broken

global U(1)
0
(unrelated to lepton number) in the neutrino sector.

MOTIVATION

Light sterile neutrinos below the electroweak scale are
well motivated by many arguments (dark matter, lepto-
genesis etc) and are being searched for at a variety of
experiments. The searches are performed in the tradi-
tional decay channels induced by the mixing of the active
and sterile sectors as dictated by the seesaw mechanism.
However, the natural mass scale of Majorana neutrinos
is at the UV cuto↵ scale (GUT or Planck), so if they are
light, this is indicative of some deeper structure in the
sterile neutrino sectors, such as some protecting symme-
try that keeps their masses at a low scale. This structure
can also give rise to other light degrees of freedom in the
neutrino sector, and consequently new decay channels for
sterile neutrinos, which can completely change their phe-
nomenology. We would like to study this possibility.

Motivate from hidden sectors. Even if GUT scale see-
saw, if neutrino-like fields in hidden sectors exist, inte-
grating out the GUT scale neutrinos generates a low en-
ergy e↵ective seesaw! Plausible to have additional struc-
ture there.

FRAMEWORK

The operators traditionally associated with right-
handed, sterile neutrinos are the Dirac and Majorana
masses:

L � yijLihNj +MiN̄
c
i Ni. (1)

When M � yhhi, this setup give rise to the familiar
seesaw mechanism, resulting in active neutrino masses

ma ⇠ (y hhi)2
M . If the mass scale M is light enough to

be phenomenologically interesting, this is indicative of
a protective symmetry that prevents it from being at
the UV-cuto↵ scale of the theory (e.g. GUT or Planck
scale). We consider the case where the Ni are charged
under some BSM symmetry. Many papers have consid-
ered the case where this symmetry is related to lepton
number, e.g. a global or gauged U(1)B�L; in this case,
the allowed/phenomenologically relevant operators are

L � yijLihNj + xi�N̄
c
i Ni + �(H†

H)�2 + V (�). (2)

such that the Dirac mass term is unchanged, but the Ma-
jorana mass term is obtained after the new field � gets a
vev that breaks U(1)B�L, giving rise to the Goldstone of
the broken (global) symmetry, the Majoron. Several pa-
pers have been devoted to the study of the phenomenol-
ogy of such ”Majoron” models.

The U(1)B�L is appealing but by no means the only
possibility. We consider instead a global symmetry U(1)0

that the Ni (but none of the SM fields) are charged un-
der. This forbids the Dirac as well as Majorana mass
terms in the above equations. However, with an oppo-
sitely charged �, we can write down the higher dimen-
sional operator

L � 1

⇤
LhN� (3)

which, once � gets a vev, reproduces the Dirac mass term.
Here ⇤ is some UV-cuto↵ scale. To keep things general,
we do not explicitly write down a term that gives rise to
the Majorana mass term, and take the sterile neutrino
mass M to be a free parameter instead. Spontaneous
breaking of the U(1)0 with h�i gives rise to a light pseudo-
Goldstone ⇢, which inherits the couplings of �; its mass
depends on details of the underlying model (explicit soft
term, or from quantum gravity), but for generality we
also take this mass m⇢ to be a free parameter.

PHENOMENOLOGY

The phenomenology depends on four free parame-
ters: h�i, ⇤, m⇢,M (other phenomenologically relevant
parameters are m� and its mixing with the SM Higgs,
but these are only tangentially relevant to neutrino phe-
nomenology and we ignore these for now).
If m⇢ <M , we have a new, “exotic” decay channel for

the sterile neutrino into the pseudo-Goldstone and an
active neutrino, N ! ⇢⌫. This has a decay width (as-
suming m⇢ ⌧ M)

�(N ! ⇢⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2

M (4)

where hhi=174GeV is the SM Higgs vev. If this width is
su�ciently large, this exotic decay channel of the sterile
neutrino can compete with the traditional decay chan-
nels induced by active-sterile mixing. In Fig. 1, we plot
the value of the UV-cuto↵ ⇤ as a function of the sterile
neutrino mass M below which this decay channel domi-
nates (assuming the seesaw relation holds); this seems to
occur for a significant part of parameter space.
Likewise, if ⇢ is heavier than the active neutrinos, it

can decay into a pair of active neutrinos, ⇢ ! ⌫⌫. The
decay width for this process is

�(⇢ ! ⌫⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2
m⌫

M
m⇢, (5)

y
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DARK MATTER DECAY
DM → νν

via active-sterile neutrino mixing

<latexit sha1_base64="9L6a6jToUvBq6UQ0AGINxZKKFPo=">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</latexit>

∼
v2

M2
N

DM

leading tree level decay, mixing 
angle suppressed
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DARK MATTER DECAY
DM → νν

via active-sterile neutrino mixing

<latexit sha1_base64="9L6a6jToUvBq6UQ0AGINxZKKFPo=">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</latexit>

∼
v2

M2
N

DM

<latexit sha1_base64="fDslCmP4eB5FDei6gwbeWx6PdeA=">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</latexit>

∼
m2

DM

m2
N

DM

leading tree level decay, mixing 
angle suppressed

If DM heavier than the weak scale, can replace 
vev insertion with physical Higgs/gauge bosons

can beat 2-body decay, since v replaced 
by the higher mass scale mDM

[also involved: SU(2) counterparts, 3-
body decays]
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DARK MATTER DECAY
DM → νν

via active-sterile neutrino mixing

allowed? calculable (finite)? dominant?
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DM

leading tree level decay, mixing 
angle suppressed

If DM heavier than the weak scale, can replace 
vev insertion with physical Higgs/gauge bosons

can beat 2-body decay, since v replaced 
by the higher mass scale mDM

[also involved: SU(2) counterparts, 3-
body decays]

What about closing the higgs loop? Is this…
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We study scenarios where loop processes can give the dominant contributions to dark matter
decay or annihilation signals despite the presence of tree level channels. We illustrate the main
ideas in a model where dark matter is part of a hidden sector that is linked to the Standard Model
sector via a heavy neutrino portal. We explain how loop signals can parametrically dominate over
tree level decay channels, and how this qualitatively a↵ects the indirect detection signatures in
positrons, neutrinos, and gamma rays.

I. MOTIVATION

The microscopic nature of dark matter remains one
of the most pressing questions in particle physics. One
of the most well motivated frameworks is dark matter
as part of a secluded sector, with indirect detection in
various channels from dark matter annihilation or decay
providing the first insight into such properties. This re-
quires careful considerations of the various theoretical as
well as observational possibilities.

Dark matter decay or annihilation into neutrinos is of
great interest to the community, for both theoretical and
observational reasons. Decay/annihilation into ⌫⌫ final
state, which gives monoenergetic neutrinos, are particu-
larly appealing because of the potential for astrophysical
signatures. However, since the neutrinos are part of an
electroweak doublet, the final spectrum of visible parti-
cles depends on the nature of the operator, which can
provide multi body final states containing charged lep-
tons and Higgs or gauge bosons; e.g. for dark matter
masses much heavier than the electroweak scale, the de-
cay width into these 3 or 4 body final states can dominate
over the ⌫⌫ final state [1].

In this paper, we focus on the importance of loop di-
agrams to DM decay/annihilation into neutrinos, con-
sidering scenarios where a loop diagram can provide the
dominant contribution to the DM decay width. It is quite
generic to find loop diagrams to be dominant for line
signals into, e.g. gamma rays, since DM is electrically
neutral and cannot couple directly to photons, but the
dominance of loop processes when tree level channels are
open is more subtle and interesting. We will see that
this can occur very generally in realistic scenarios where
the DM annihilation/decay to the SM is mediated by
heavy sterile neutrinos, so that, even at tree level, there
is a mixing suppression, which can be lifted in the loop
diagram. For concreteness, we will describe this e↵ect
within a model for a Z

0 dark matter candidate decaying
into neutrinos. We will also discuss the e↵ects of the loop

⇤ hpatel6@ucsc.edu
† profumo@ucsc.edu
‡ bibhushan.shakya@cern.ch

enhanced decay for indirect detection prospects. These
ideas are related to several other discussions in the liter-
ature on heavy neutrino portals to the dark sector [2–4],
and to neutrino line signals from dark matter [5, 6].
We base our discussion of loop correction in a frame-

work of Z
0 dark matter in a hidden sector, which we

present in Section II. We describe the details of the loop
contribution calculation in Section III, and discuss the
absence or presence of this feature in other dark matter
scenarios in Section IV. In Section V, we discuss the ef-
fects of this dominant loop process on the dark matter
cosmological history and indirect detection phenomenol-
ogy. Finally, we summarize and discuss some related as-
pects in Section VI.

II. FRAMEWORK

Dark matter annihilation or decay into neutrinos are
found in several well motivated dark matter frameworks.
In this paper, we base our discussions on a model of hid-
den sector Z

0 dark matter, which illustrates our main
ideas in the most straightforward manner; other mod-
els where these features are realized will be discussed in
Section V.
The model consists of sterile neutrinos in an extended,

secluded sector, similar in spirit to the frameworks stud-
ied in [7–10]. We consider a dark gauged U(1)’ sector,
with gauge coupling g

0, and a corresponding gauge boson
Z

0. We consider three new categories of fields: a fermion
⌫
0 and a singlet scalar S with U(1)’ charges +1,�1 re-

spectively, as well as completely singlet sterile neutrinos
Ni, which carry no U(1)0 or SM charges. The Lagrangian
for this content is

L = |DµS|
2
�V (H,S)�

1

4
F

0
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†
B
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� (y0S⌫0†N†
A
+ c.c.)� (y⌫H̃L

†
N

†
B
+ c.c.) , (1)

where Dµ = @µ + ig
0
Z

0
µ
. The potential V (H,S) is con-

structed so that the H and S acquire a vevs v and x

respectively, so that the electroweak and U(1)’ symme-
tries are spontaneously broken.

ν<h> NB ν ’<S>y y’NAθN 

Z’
massive gauge boson,  

dark matter

Loop diagram generally UV-divergent. But can model build around it. 
A simple working example:

In this model, the loop diagram is finite and calculable!

Hidden sector “neutrinos” v’ get mass  M1 ∼
(y′�v′�)2

MN

scalar vev breaks 
hidden sector U(1)’ 
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CASE STUDY:  
MAJORON DARK MATTER

Goldstone boson 
(``Majoron”)

Majoron: Goldstone boson of a spontaneously broken global symmetry related to 
lepton number (associated with Majorana mass for sterile neutrinos)

Aforementioned loop diagram never mentioned. Why??

Extensively studied as a dark matter candidate.  
Primary channel: decay to 2 neutrinos at tree level (via active-sterile mixing)
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Goldstone boson 
(``Majoron”)

Majoron: Goldstone boson of a spontaneously broken global symmetry related to 
lepton number (associated with Majorana mass for sterile neutrinos)
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J

Majoron carries lepton number +2.  
Final state is 2 neutrinos (not neutrino+antineutrino); carries 

2 units of hypercharge. 
Need 2 Higgs vev insertions to compensate!

Aforementioned loop diagram would violate hypercharge conservation! 
Need 2 Higgs vev insertions somewhere in the diagram…suppresses loop 

to be smaller than tree

Takeaway message: Information on tree vs loop can tell us something about lepton number 
(non)conservation in the dark matter decay process!

CASE STUDY:  
MAJORON DARK MATTER
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DARK MATTER 
DECAY SIGNALS

dark matter mass: 2 TeV 
coupling dominantly to muon-type lepton doublet 

x-axis: !  
y-axis: number count (arbitrary normalization)

log10(E/GeV )

RED: 4-body tree 
BLUE: 2-body 1-loop

ν

γ

e+

gamma ray and positron spectra from loop 
decays significantly harder than from 4-body 

decay 

neutrino spectrum features a prominent line at the 
dark matter mass (so will the positron spectrum, 
if significant coupling to electron-type doublet)
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DM ANNIHILATION INTO  
LONG-LIVED MEDIATORS

• need them to travel ~kpc distances; implies lifetimes ~years 

• consistent with early Universe bounds if the abundance of the mediators 

is sufficiently suppressed 

• distribution of DM signal does not follow the distribution of dark matter! 

DM can annihilate into mediators that are long lived on astrophysical scales  
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DM ANNIHILATION INTO LONG-LIVED MEDIATORS 
OBSERVATION OF DWARF GALAXY WITH CTA

CTA wobble mode DM signal extraction strategy:  
model background from OFF region, correct this in the ON region 

(effectively, signal = OFF-ON) 

wobble mode
from 1808.00559
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DM ANNIHILATION INTO LONG-LIVED MEDIATORS 
OBSERVATION OF DWARF GALAXY WITH CTA

Wobbly Dark Matter Signals at Cherenkov Telescopes
from Long Lived Mediator Decays

Stefania Gori,1, 2 Stefano Profumo,1, 2 and Bibhushan Shakya1, 2

1Santa Cruz Institute for Particle Physics, University of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064, USA
2Department of Physics, 1156 High St., University of California Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA 95064, USA

Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope (IACT) searches for dark matter often perform obser-
vations in “wobble mode”, where simultaneous observations of the dark matter signal region and of
a corresponding background control region enable an e�cient simultaneous determination and sub-
traction of background. This observation strategy is possibly compromised in scenarios where dark
matter annihilates to long-lived mediators that can traverse astrophysical distances before decaying
to produce the gamma rays observed by the IACTs. In this paper, we show that this challenge
comes with several interesting features and opportunities: in addition to signal contamination in
the background control region, the gamma ray spectrum changes with the observing direction angle
and typically feautures a hard excess at high energies. This a↵ects signal reconstruction via subtrac-
tion of the background control region measurements in non-trivial ways. Such features represent a
significant departure from the canonical picture and o↵ers novel handles to identify a dark matter
signal and to extract underlying dark matter parameters.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Indirect dark matter searches with ground based Imag-
ing Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) such as
MAGIC [1], HESS [2], and VERITAS [3], which look for
TeV-scale gamma rays from dark matter annihilation or
decay in dark matter dense astrophysical systems, have
been an integral component of the e↵ort to unravel the
nature of dark matter. The upcoming Cherenkov Tele-
scope Array (CTA), which o↵ers an order of magnitude
improvement in sensitivity over existing telescopes, opens
up further possibilities on this frontier [4–6].

IACTs often perform observations in the so called
“wobble mode” [7], where the signal region is observed
within a solid cone at an o↵set angle from the center of
the telescope’s field of view (referred to as the ON re-
gion), while measurements from a diametrically opposite
region (with respect to the center of the field of view)
of the same size and o↵set provides a background con-
trol region (referred to as the OFF region). In this latter
region a minimal number of signal events are expected.
Wobble mode observations take data from both ON and
OFF regions simultaneously, providing a concurrent mea-
surement of the background up to statistical uncertain-
ties while minimizing systematic and time-varying e↵ects
such as atmospheric changes. A particularly promising
class of targets for such observations are dwarf spheroidal
galaxies (dSph), for which the dark matter distribution
is su�ciently well reconstructed from its gravitational ef-
fects that the angular parameters can be appropriately
optimized to facilitate signal detection [8, 9].

However, since the nature of dark matter’s microscopic
properties remains a complete mystery, the assumption
that the distribution of visible signals of dark matter an-
nihilation or decay follows the dark matter distribution is
born out of theoretical prejudice rather than direct ob-
servational evidence. In this paper, we study how the

FIG. 1: A schematic representation of the scenario studied
in this paper. The telescope performs observations in wobble
mode, where the field of view contains two symmetric circular
regions, the signal (ON) region, containing the signal source
(here, a dwarf spheroidal galaxy), and a background control
(OFF) region. We study the e↵ects of dark matter annihila-
tion in the ON region into long-lived mediators, �, that can
propagate to and decay in the OFF region.

wobble mode observation strategy is a↵ected in scenar-
ios where dark matter annihilates into mediator particles
that are long lived and travel astrophysical distances be-
fore decaying, producing signal events in the OFF region.
A schematic of this setup is shown in Fig. 1.

This study is motivated from both theoretical and ex-
perimental considerations. From a theory point of view,
stringent null results from recent direct and indirect de-
tection e↵orts are making it increasingly plausible that
dark matter resides in some dark or hidden sector that
is only very weakly connected to our visible sector (see
e.g. Ref. [10] and references therein). This opens the pos-
sibility that dark matter annihilates or decays not into
Standard Model (SM) particles, but into particles that

CTA wobble mode DM signal extraction strategy:  
model background from OFF region, correct this in the ON region 

(effectively, signal = OFF-ON) 

1812.08694wobble mode
from 1808.00559
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CASE STUDY: OBSERVATION OF DWARF 
GALAXY DRACO WITH CTA 3
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FIG. 2: The density of mediator particles as a function of ✓,
normalized to 1 at the center of Draco (✓ = 0). We present
the case of instantaneous decay of the mediator in red and
the cases for decay lengths ld = 0.1, 1, 10 kpc in black, green,
and blue, respectively. The green and grey bands represent
the optimized ON and OFF regions for CTA observations of
Draco [8].

This gamma-ray flux can then be integrated over the
ON and OFF regions of the IACT to yield the corre-
sponding predicted signal fluxes. In the following section,
we compute this for a benchmark scenario and discuss the
resulting observational e↵ects.

RESULTS

Let us now consider a benchmark scenario for the setup
described above. We take m� = 1 TeV and m� = 400
GeV. We use as a concrete example the Draco dSph
and the telescope specifications anticipated for CTA.
For the Draco dark matter profile we use Eq. (3), with
↵ = 2.01,� = 6.34, � = 0.71, log10(rS/pc) = 3.57 [29].
We will consider the overall normalization of the signal to
be a free parameter, meaning that we do not fix the pre-
cise values of ⇢S and h�vi��!�� (the scaling with these
parameters is trivial). The CTA observing parameters
optimized for Draco are [8]

wopt = 0.6
�
, ✓opt = 0.3

�
, (6)

where wopt is the optimal o↵set angle (wobble distance)
of the center of the ON region from the pointing direction
of CTA, and ✓opt is the optimal angular radius of the ON
and OFF regions. Since Draco is at a distance of ⇡ 76
kpc [29], for the above parameters, the OFF region is
⇠ 1.2 kpc away from the center of Draco at its closest
approach.

In Fig. 2, we plot the density of mediator particles,
which is the e↵ective source term for the gamma-ray sig-
nal, as a function of ✓ (normalized to 1 at the center of
Draco, corresponding to ✓ = 0

�
) for various choices of

the decay length, ld. Here the mediator density is calcu-
lated along a radial line perpendicular to the direction to
the detector, and we use rcuto↵ = 0.05 kpc for this plot.

FIG. 3: Contours of the ratio �(E� , ✓)/�(E� , ✓ = 0). i.e.,
flux of photons of energy E� from direction ✓ relative to the
center of the Draco dwarf galaxy, normalized to the flux from
the center of the dwarf.

For the standard dark matter scenarios corresponding
to prompt decays of mediators, this distribution reverts
to the standard dark matter profile ⇢(r)2, for which the
contribution in the OFF region is negligible (red curve),
justifying the optimized choice of parameters in Eq. (6).
The e↵ect of larger decay lengths ld is to smear out the
sharp peak at the center, as mediators stream out of the
central region and decay further away. This e↵ect grows
stronger for larger ld. In particular, if we choose a decay
length significantly larger than the ⇠ 1.2 kpc distance of
the OFF region from the dwarf center (e.g. ld = 10 kpc),
so that a significant fraction of the mediators produced
in the central region reach the OFF region without de-
caying, we see that the contribution in the OFF region
can grow to O(10%) of the density at the center (blue
curve). Therefore, long-lived mediators can significantly
contaminate the background control region of IACTs with
signal events, thus a↵ecting the e�ciency of wobble mode
observations.
Next, in Fig. 3 we plot the photon flux ��(✓, E�) as

defined in Eq. (4) as a function of ✓ and E� , normalized
to the flux from the center of the dwarf. For this plot, we
have chosen ld = 10 kpc and rcuto↵ = 0.5 kpc [36]. This
plot clearly demonstrates that the energy spectrum of the
signal changes across the field of view, with the distortion
getting stronger as the line of sight moves away from the
center of the dwarf galaxy. There are, in particular, three
distinct features:
(i) at large ✓, the photon flux gets strongly suppressed

at the highest energies, and
(ii) the OFF/ON ratio exhibits a peak around E� ⇡ 80

GeV.
(iii) the flux in the OFF region can be a sizable com-

pared to the flux in the ON region, rising over 50% at

2

also belong to the dark or hidden sector, which then de-
cay into the SM [11–15]. Since such “mediator” particles
are part of the hidden sector, their decay lifetime into SM
states can be arbitrarily long. Here we focus on long life-
times O(years), corresponding to boosted decay lengths
O(kpc), su�cient to produce mediator decays in the OFF
regions of IACTs.

Cosmological constraints, while in some cases ex-
tremely strict for long mediator lifetimes (see e.g. [16–
19]), allow for such possibilities provided the abundance
of such mediator particles is su�ciently small in the
early Universe. This can occur in several realistic sce-
narios: Possible mechanisms include e�cient mediator
pair-annihilation into an additional, lighter dark-sector
species, or an injection of entropy after the mediator
freeze-out. Another possibility is a scenario similar to
the one described in Ref. [20], where the dark matter
particle annihilates very e�ciently, leaving a very sup-
pressed thermal relic density, while the observed dark
matter density originates from late decays of a slightly
heavier species whose annihilation or decay does not per-
turb early universe observables. Long lived mediators
and their e↵ects on indirect detection of dark matter
have been discussed earlier in the literature, for instance
in Ref. [21, 22] in the context of explaining positron ex-
cesses.

Independent of theoretical considerations, it is impor-
tant to consider all plausible scenarios that can lead to
departures from the standard search strategies at IACTs
in order to better understand both caveats to existing
results and possible new observational opportunities.

FORMALISM

We consider a simplified model with the dark mat-
ter particle, �, annihilating via the process �� ! ��,
where � is the mediator particle. We consider � to have
a boosted decay length ld in the Galactic frame, with
decay into the final state � ! �� 1. The three parame-
ters m�, m�, and ld represent the free parameters of our
simplified model.

In the above process, the photon spectrum is
monochromatic in the � frame with E� = m�/2, and
gets boosted into a box-shaped spectrum in the Galactic
frame,

dN�

dE�
=

2

��m�
for |E� �

m�

2
| 

�� m�

2
, (1)

1 We choose the final state �� for simplicity. The analysis in this
paper holds for any other decay channel with a monochromatic
photon, such as a �⌫ final state, as occurs for decays of ster-
ile neutrinos, which can naturally be long-lived and part of a
secluded sector [23–27].

where �� = (1�m2
�/m

2
�)

1/2 is the mediator velocity. In
the Galactic frame, there exists a correlation between the
photon energy, E� , and the angle ✓� between the direc-
tions of propagation of the mediator and of the photon:

E� =
m2

�/(2m�)

1� �� cos ✓�
. (2)

For our dark matter source, we consider a dwarf
spheroidal galaxy with dark matter density profile [28]
(see also [29–31])

⇢(r) =
⇢S

⇣
r+rcutoff

rS

⌘� h
1 +

⇣
r
rS

⌘↵i(���)/↵
, (3)

where r is the distance from the center of the dwarf
galaxy, rS is the halo scale radius, inside which the
dark matter density rises as r�� down to a cuto↵ scale
rcuto↵. This distribution reproduces the NFW profile for
(↵, �, �) = (1, 3, 1). We find that the details of the
dark matter density profile are of minor importance to
the central results of our study as the long lived me-
diators tend to smear out the signal distribution. The
origin of the cuto↵ scale rcuto↵ could lie in baryonic ef-
fects [32], or in self-interactions in the dark sector [33].
Here, we consider an observationally motivated range for
rcuto↵ 0.05...0.5 kpc [34].
The quantity of interest for our study is the gamma ray

flux along a line of sight at an angle ✓ from the direction
to the dwarf galaxy as viewed by the telescope (see Fig.
1). To calculate this, we follow the formalism of Ref. [35].
The aforementioned flux is

��(✓, E�) =
1

4⇡

h�vi��!��

m2
�

dN�

dE�
Je↵(✓, E�). (4)

Je↵(✓) represents the e↵ective source term in the direc-
tion ✓. For prompt � decays, this would simply be the
familiar integral over ⇢(r)2 along the line of sight. Due
to displaced decays of the mediators, gamma rays at a
particular point can originate from dark matter annihi-
lations elsewhere in space, and the e↵ective J-factor is
instead given by

Je↵(✓, E�) =

Z 1

0
dr0

Z 2⇡

0

d�

2⇡

Z 1

0
dr

e�r/ld

ld
⇢2�(~x(r, r

0,�, ✓, E�)) .

(5)
Here, dr0 is associated with the integral along the line
of sight specified by ✓. Gamma rays along this line of
sight, and with energy E� , can only be produced by me-
diators coming in at an angle ✓�, as specified by Eq. (2).
The integrals over � and r integrate over production of
mediators along the cone defined by ✓�(E�). The factor
e�r/ld/ld represents the probability distribution function
for a mediator to decay at distance r from its point of
production.

If mediator decays to monochromatic 
photons, one-to-one relation between 
photon energy and emitted direction

certain energies more “preferred” in 
certain directions 
gamma ray energy spectra from 
different directions are different! 

Contours of Φ(Eγ, θ)/Φ(Eγ, θ = 0)

Wobbly Dark Matter Signals at Cherenkov Telescopes
from Long Lived Mediator Decays
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Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope (IACT) searches for dark matter often perform obser-
vations in “wobble mode”, where simultaneous observations of the dark matter signal region and of
a corresponding background control region enable an e�cient simultaneous determination and sub-
traction of background. This observation strategy is possibly compromised in scenarios where dark
matter annihilates to long-lived mediators that can traverse astrophysical distances before decaying
to produce the gamma rays observed by the IACTs. In this paper, we show that this challenge
comes with several interesting features and opportunities: in addition to signal contamination in
the background control region, the gamma ray spectrum changes with the observing direction angle
and typically feautures a hard excess at high energies. This a↵ects signal reconstruction via subtrac-
tion of the background control region measurements in non-trivial ways. Such features represent a
significant departure from the canonical picture and o↵ers novel handles to identify a dark matter
signal and to extract underlying dark matter parameters.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Indirect dark matter searches with ground based Imag-
ing Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) such as
MAGIC [1], HESS [2], and VERITAS [3], which look for
TeV-scale gamma rays from dark matter annihilation or
decay in dark matter dense astrophysical systems, have
been an integral component of the e↵ort to unravel the
nature of dark matter. The upcoming Cherenkov Tele-
scope Array (CTA), which o↵ers an order of magnitude
improvement in sensitivity over existing telescopes, opens
up further possibilities on this frontier [4–6].

IACTs often perform observations in the so called
“wobble mode” [7], where the signal region is observed
within a solid cone at an o↵set angle from the center of
the telescope’s field of view (referred to as the ON re-
gion), while measurements from a diametrically opposite
region (with respect to the center of the field of view)
of the same size and o↵set provides a background con-
trol region (referred to as the OFF region). In this latter
region a minimal number of signal events are expected.
Wobble mode observations take data from both ON and
OFF regions simultaneously, providing a concurrent mea-
surement of the background up to statistical uncertain-
ties while minimizing systematic and time-varying e↵ects
such as atmospheric changes. A particularly promising
class of targets for such observations are dwarf spheroidal
galaxies (dSph), for which the dark matter distribution
is su�ciently well reconstructed from its gravitational ef-
fects that the angular parameters can be appropriately
optimized to facilitate signal detection [8, 9].

However, since the nature of dark matter’s microscopic
properties remains a complete mystery, the assumption
that the distribution of visible signals of dark matter an-
nihilation or decay follows the dark matter distribution is
born out of theoretical prejudice rather than direct ob-
servational evidence. In this paper, we study how the

FIG. 1: A schematic representation of the scenario studied
in this paper. The telescope performs observations in wobble
mode, where the field of view contains two symmetric circular
regions, the signal (ON) region, containing the signal source
(here, a dwarf spheroidal galaxy), and a background control
(OFF) region. We study the e↵ects of dark matter annihila-
tion in the ON region into long-lived mediators, �, that can
propagate to and decay in the OFF region.

wobble mode observation strategy is a↵ected in scenar-
ios where dark matter annihilates into mediator particles
that are long lived and travel astrophysical distances be-
fore decaying, producing signal events in the OFF region.
A schematic of this setup is shown in Fig. 1.

This study is motivated from both theoretical and ex-
perimental considerations. From a theory point of view,
stringent null results from recent direct and indirect de-
tection e↵orts are making it increasingly plausible that
dark matter resides in some dark or hidden sector that
is only very weakly connected to our visible sector (see
e.g. Ref. [10] and references therein). This opens the pos-
sibility that dark matter annihilates or decays not into
Standard Model (SM) particles, but into particles that

mχ = 1 TeV, mϕ = 400 GeV
ld = 10 kpcmediator decay length
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FIG. 4: Signal from the ON region (green), OFF region
(red), and the resulting background subtracted (ON-OFF)
signal (black), with an arbitrary overall normalization. The
dashed and dotted curves show the corresponding curves for
wopt = 0.5

�
, 0.7

�
respectively.

lower energies (see the contours under the OFF region
label in Fig. 3).

These e↵ects can be understood from noting the cor-
relation between the photon energy and the angle ✓� be-
tween the mediator and photon propagation directions in
Eq. (2). The highest energy gamma rays correspond to
vanishing ✓�, i.e. to gamma rays emitted along the same
direction as the mediator. For su�ciently large ✓ away
from the galactic center, such mediators cannot originate
from the central region of the dwarf (see Fig. 1), where
their production rate is the greatest, resulting in a sup-
pression of the flux at these energies. In contrast, lower
energy gamma rays can be produced by mediators com-
ing in at larger ✓� angles, which can originate from the
core of the dwarf and enhance the flux at these energies.
The peak at E� ⇡ 80 GeV reflects the opposite e↵ect:
this energy corresponds to ✓� = ⇡/2 for the parameters
chosen, so that the contribution from the center of the
dwarf is received at the point on the line of sight that
is also the closest point of approach (see again Fig. 1),
maximizing this contribution. Due to this enhancement
of intermediate/low energy photons in the OFF region,
the flux in this part of the spectrum can rise to over 50%
of the corresponding flux in the ON region.

The solid curves in Fig. 4 show the flux integrated
over the ON and OFF regions described by wopt, ✓opt
in Eq. (6), as well as the di↵erence between the two,
choosing an arbitrary normalization. For comparison,
the dashed (dotted) curves show the corresponding fluxes
for wopt = 0.5

�
(0.7

�
). As anticipated previously, the flux

in the OFF region can be O(10)% of the flux in the ON
region. Note that the signal from the ON region exhibits
a sharp peak at the highest energies – these correspond
to photons emitted in the direction of the mediator, so
that all the photons produced from mediators emitted in
the direction of the detector reach the detector. On the

FIG. 5: Same as Fig. 4, but with CTA instrumental e↵ects
taken into account (see text for details). The most impor-
tant e↵ect is the smearing of the signal peak due to the finite
energy resolution of the telescopes, which also shifts it to a
lower energy. Also shown (blue dotted curve) is the expected
shape of the background (arbitrary normalization).

other hand, the spectrum from the OFF region gets sup-
pressed at the highest energies, as these are not sensitive
to mediators arising from the central region of the dwarf,
as described above. Therefore, the e↵ect of subtracting
the OFF region from the ON region is that the overall
signal count gets reduced, but the peak at the highest
energies becomes sharper. Furthermore, the strength of
this e↵ect varies as the separation between the ON and
OFF regions is varied, as indicated by the di↵erences be-
tween the dashed, solid, and dotted curves in the figure.
Fig. 4 corresponds to m� = 1 TeV, m� = 400 GeV,

and ld = 10 kpc. As these parameters are varied, we
find that the above plots change quantitatively, but not
qualitatively. For instance, for smaller m�/m�, the me-
diators receive greater boost, so that the same energies
correspond to smaller angles ✓� (as can be inferred from
Eq. (2)). The consequence of this is to stretch the curves
in Fig. 4 along the x-axis, so that the peak gets broader.
Likewise, as ld is decreased, the spectrum approaches the
standard box-shaped spectrum from instantaneous decay.
However, we find that the generic qualitative features dis-
cussed above – the presence of a peak at the highest ener-
gies and distortion of the energy spectrum as a function
of direction – remain robust.
Fig. 4 corresponds to the theoretically predicted en-

ergy spectra, without taking instrumental e↵ects into ac-
count. We now perform a more realistic treatment of
instrumental e↵ects using CTA’s publicly available data
on its expected baseline performance [37]. We use the ef-
fective collection area as a function of gamma ray energy
as provided in [37], the relative o↵-axis sensitivity (ac-
counting for reduced e�ciency of the telescope towards
the edges of the field of view) as shown in [8], and angu-
lar and energy resolutions of 0.05

�
and 7%, respectively

(approximate numbers for E� = 1 TeV from [37]). The
resulting curves are plotted in Fig. 5; these are analogous

the extracted signal is reduced because of signal contamination in 
the background region; however, the peak feature in the extracted 

spectrum gets enhanced!

left, right: signal without, with instrumental effects

dashed->solid->dotted: increasing angle between ON and OFF regions
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SUMMARY

supersymmetry + R-parity violation + hidden sector with U(1)’

loop corrections for heavy dark matter decay via a heavy neutrino portal:
• neutrino loop diagrams can provide the dominant decay 

channels despite the presence of tree-level channels
• strength of tree vs loop can shed light on lepton number (non)conservation in 

the decay process

dark matter annihilation into long lived mediators
• affects wobble-mode observations of point-like DM sources

• could lead to exotic signals where signal spectrum varies across the sky

Exciting progress in the multi-TeV indirect detection frontier in the coming years. Invites 
us to think harder about theoretically motivated dark matter ideas and their signatures

• “easy" to arrange WIMP-like freezeout of a stable hidden sector DM candidate
• Generically, many superpartners involved, signals involve cascade decays of 

hidden sector particles
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BACKUP SLIDES
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CHERENKOV TELESCOPE ARRAY (CTA)

• northern (Las Palmas) and southern (Chile) hemisphere sites 
• sensitivity about a factor 10 better than current instruments 

such as H.E.S.S, MAGIC and VERITAS 
• energy coverage from a few tens of GeV to several tens of TeV, 

and a field of view of up to 10°. 
• operational ~2025
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CHERENKOV TELESCOPE ARRAY (CTA)
CTA  sensitivity

- 500h, 
- 20 bin E > 30 GeV,
- latitude & longitude bins 0.5° (up to ±5°),
- excl. band ±0.3° also 0.4° around HESS J1745-303,
- CTA IRFs based on MC simulations for Southern array

 from hep-ph 1905.00315  
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LARGE HIGH ALTITUDE AIR SHOWER 
OBSERVATORY (LHAASO)
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The LHAASO experiment: from Gamma-Ray Astronomy to Cosmic Rays

G. Di Sciascio on behalf of the LHAASO Collaboration
INFN, Sezione Roma Tor Vergata, Roma, Italy

Abstract

LHAASO is expected to be the most sensitive project to face the open problems in Galactic cosmic ray physics
through a combined study of photon- and charged particle-induced extensive air showers in the energy range 1011 -
1017 eV. This new generation multi-component experiment will be able of continuously surveying the gamma-ray sky
for steady and transient sources from about 100 GeV to PeV energies, thus opening for the first time the 102–103 TeV
range to the direct observations of the high energy cosmic ray sources.

In addition, the di↵erent observables (electronic, muonic and Cherenkov components) that will be measured in
LHAASO will allow the study of the origin, acceleration and propagation of the radiation through a measurement
of energy spectrum, elemental composition and anisotropy with unprecedented resolution. The installation of the
experiment started at very high altitude in China (Daocheng site, Sichuan province, 4410 m a.s.l.). The commissioning
of one fourth of the detector will be implemented in 2018. The completion of the installation is expected by the end
of 2021.

Keywords: Cosmic Rays Physics, Gamma Ray Astronomy, LHAASO experiment

1. Introduction

The Large High Altitude Air Shower Observatory
(LHAASO) project is a new generation instrument,
to be built at 4410 meters of altitude in the Sichuan
province of China, with the aim of studying with un-
precedented sensitivity the energy spectrum, the ele-
mental composition and the anisotropy of cosmic rays
(hereafter CR) in the energy range between 1012 and
1017 eV, as well as to act simultaneously as a wide aper-
ture (⇠2 sr), continuosly-operated gamma ray telescope
in the energy range between 1011 and 1015 eV. The re-
markable sensitivity of LHAASO in CR physics and
gamma astronomy would play a key-role in the compre-
hensive general program to explore the “High Energy
Universe”.

The first phase of LHAASO will consist of the fol-
lowing major components:
• 1 km2 array (LHAASO-KM2A) for electromag-

netic particle detectors (ED) divided into two parts:
a central part including 4931 scintillator detectors

1 m2 each in size (15 m spacing) to cover a circular
area with a radius of 575 m and an outer guard-ring
instrumented with 311 EDs (30 m spacing) up to a
radius of 635 m.
• An overlapping 1 km2 array of 1146 underground

water Cherenkov tanks 36 m2 each in size, with 30
m spacing, for muon detection (MD, total sensitive
area ⇠42,000 m2).
• A close-packed, surface water Cherenkov detec-

tor facility with a total area of about 78,000 m2

(LHAASO-WCDA).
• 12 wide field-of-view air Cherenkov telescopes

(LHAASO-WFCTA).

LHAASO will be located at high altitude (4410
m asl, 600 g/cm2, 29� 21’ 31” N, 100� 08’15” E) in
the Daochen site, Sichuan province, P.R. China. The
commissioning of one fourth of the detector will be im-
plemented in 2018. The completion of the installation
is expected by the end of 2021.
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GAMMA RAYS: THE TEV SCALE FRONTIER

from  
astro-ph 

1602.07600

CTA/LHAASO will open up unprecedented windows into VHE/UHE 
gamma rays, enabling us to probe multi TeV-PeV scale dark matter!


